High-resolution structure of the photosynthetic Mn$_4$Ca catalyst from X-ray spectroscopy
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The application of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy methods to study the photosynthetic water oxidizing complex, which contains a unique hetero-nuclear catalytic Mn$_4$Ca cluster, is described. Issues of X-ray damage, especially at the metal sites in the Mn$_4$Ca cluster, are discussed. The structure of the Mn$_4$Ca catalyst at high resolution, which has so far eluded attempts of determination by X-ray diffraction, X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and other spectroscopic techniques, has been addressed using polarized EXAFS techniques applied to oriented photosystem II (PSII) membrane preparations and PSII single crystals. A review of how the resolution of traditional EXAFS techniques can be improved, using methods such as range-extended EXAFS, is presented, and the changes that occur in the structure of the cluster as it advances through the catalytic cycle are described. X-ray absorption and emission techniques (XANES and Kβ emission) have been used earlier to determine the oxidation states of the Mn$_4$Ca cluster, and in this report we review the use of X-ray resonant Raman spectroscopy to understand the electronic structure of the Mn$_4$Ca cluster as it cycles through the intermediate S-states.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Life on earth relies on oxygen, and only owing to the constant regeneration of oxygen through photosynthetic water oxidation by green plants, cyanobacteria and algae is it abundant in the atmosphere. The structure of the catalytic Mn$_4$Ca complex, which oxidizes H$_2$O to O$_2$ and is part of a multi-protein membrane system known as photosystem II (PSII), has been the subject of intense study ever since Mn was identified as an essential element for oxygenic photosynthesis (Wydrynski & Satoh 2005). Water oxidation in PSII is a stepwise process wherein each of four sequential photons absorbed by the reaction centre powers the advance of the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) through the S-state intermediates S$_0$ through S$_4$ (Kok et al. 1970). Upon reaching the S$_4$ state, the complex releases O$_2$ and returns to S$_0$. The critical questions related to this process are the structural and electronic state changes in the Mn$_4$Ca complex as the OEC proceeds through the S-state cycle. The recent results from our laboratory that address these questions, using polarized X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of single crystals of PSII (Yano et al. 2005a; Yano et al. 2006), range-extended EXAFS (Yano et al. 2005b; Pushkar et al. 2007) and X-ray Raman spectroscopy or resonant inelastic X-ray spectroscopy (RIXS; Glatzel et al. 2004; Glatzel et al. 2005), were presented at the Royal Society Discussion Meeting on ‘ Revealing how nature uses sunlight to split water’ and are reviewed here.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE Mn$_4$Ca CLUSTER IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS

(a) Single crystal X-ray spectroscopy

A key to understanding the mechanism of water oxidation by the OEC in PSII is the determination of the structure of the Mn$_4$Ca cluster, which has eluded both Mn X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS; Penner-Hahn 1998; Dau et al. 2001; Yachandra 2005; Sauer et al. 2008) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies (Zouni et al. 2001; Kamiya & Shen 2003; Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 2005) until now. Availability of PSII single crystals and the X-ray crystallographic studies of PSII have opened up the possibility of using spectroscopic studies of single crystals to obtain a detailed...
Damage by X-rays: a case study for metalloprotein crystallography

In order to determine a safe level of X-ray dose for our single crystal X-ray spectroscopy studies, we conducted a comprehensive survey of the effects of radiation dose, energy of the X-rays and temperature on the structure of the Mn$_4$Ca cluster in single crystals and solutions of PSII. These studies (Yano et al. 2005a) have revealed that the conditions used for structure determination by XRD methods are damaging to the metal site structure as monitored by X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and EXAFS spectroscopy, for both cyanobacteria and spinach at room and lower temperatures (Yano et al. 2005a; Grabolle et al. 2006). With the advent of third generation synchrotron sources, the intensity of X-rays available for crystallography has increased considerably, and X-ray damage to biomolecules has been a continuing concern. This is a well-recognized problem, and various steps have been taken to minimize such damage (Garman 2003). In most crystallography studies, it is the loss of diffraction as evidenced by loss of resolution that is used as a measure of X-ray damage (Henderson 1990). However, as shown in our study (Yano et al. 2005a), this method is not sensitive to localized damage as is prevalent in redox-active metal-containing proteins. We used in situ XANES and EXAFS to show that for the Mn$_4$Ca cluster in PSII the damage to the metal site precedes the loss of diffractivity by more than an order of magnitude of X-ray dose. This case study demonstrates that such in situ evaluation of the structural intactness of the active site(s) by spectroscopic techniques can be critical to validate structures derived from crystallography. Since structure–function correlations are routinely made using the structures determined by X-ray crystallography, it is important to know that the metal site structures are indeed intact. This is particularly important for radiation-sensitive metalloproteins.

Although X-ray crystallography studies of PSII have added valuable information to our knowledge about the location of the Mn$_4$Ca cluster, at present there are serious discrepancies among the structural models for the Mn$_4$Ca complex derived from these studies, and inconsistencies with spectroscopic data. This disagreement is probably a consequence of both X-ray-induced damage to the catalytic metal site and differences in the interpretation of the electron density at the presently available resolution (3.0–3.8 Å; Zouni et al. 2001; Kamiya & Shen 2003; Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 2005).

The Mn XANES data from PSII single crystals show that, following X-ray doses characteristic of the XRD measurements, Mn are reduced to Mn(II) from Mn$_4$(III$_2$IV$_2$) present in the S$_1$ state (figure 1, left). Furthermore, the EXAFS spectrum changes significantly,

Figure 1. Mn XANES and EXAFS of single crystals of PSII from *Thermosynechococcus elongatus* as a function of X-ray dose. (a) PSII single crystal: as the X-ray dose increases, Mn in PSII normally present as Mn$_4$(III$_2$IV$_2$) is reduced to Mn(II) as seen by the changes in XANES spectra. (b) Mn models: the Mn XANES from Mn complexes in formal oxidation states II, III and IV. (c) The changes in the EXAFS spectra show that the three Fourier peaks characteristic of Mn-bridging-oxo, Mn-terminal and Mn–Mn/Ca interactions (dashed vertical line) are replaced by one Fourier peak characteristic of a Mn(II) environment. The FT marked C is from a sample given approximately the average dose in the XRD studies. The FT on top from an intact PSII is characteristic of samples used in the X-ray spectroscopy experiment.
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from one that is characteristic of a multinuclear oxo-bridged Mn₄Ca complex to one that is typical of mononuclear hexa-coordinated Mn(II) in solution (figure 1, right; Yano et al. 2005a). These X-ray spectroscopy results present clear evidence that there are no specific metal bridging or metal–metal interactions, as shown by the disappearance of the Fourier peaks that are characteristic of Mn-bridging oxo, and Mn–Mn/Mn–Ca interactions with di-μ-oxo or mono-μ-oxo bridges, and by the appearance of Mn–O distances characteristic of Mn(II)–O ligand bond lengths. The density seen in the XRD results is in all probability from the Mn(II)-hexa-coordinated ions that are distributed in the binding pocket, presumably bound to carboxylate ligands and free water, leading to a distribution of metal-binding sites and the resultant unresolved electron density. The metal ions have not necessarily moved away from the site, it is just that they are all bound in a distribution of sites, without the presence of di- or mono-μ-oxo-bridged Mn–Mn or Mn–Ca units.

These studies reveal that the conditions used for structure determination by X-ray crystallography cause serious damage, specifically to the metal site structure, and they provide quantitative details. The results show furthermore that the damage to the active metal site occurs at a much lower X-ray dose than that causing the loss of diffractive power of the crystals as established by X-ray crystallography. The damage is significantly higher at wavelengths used for anomalous diffraction measurements and is much lower at liquid He temperatures (10 K) compared with 100 K, where the crystallography experiments were conducted. For future X-ray crystallography work on the Mn₄Ca complex, it will therefore be imperative to develop protocols that mitigate the X-ray-induced damage. More generally, these data show that in redox-active metalloproteins careful evaluations of the structural intactness of the active site(s) are required before structure–function correlations can be made on the basis of high-resolution X-ray crystal structures.

(ii) **Structure of the Mn₄Ca complex from polarized EXAFS of PSII crystals**

PSII membranes can be oriented on a substrate such that the membrane planes are roughly parallel to the substrate surface. This imparts a one-dimensional order to these samples; while the z axis for each membrane (collinear with the membrane normal) is roughly parallel to the substrate normal, the x and y axes remain disordered (Rutherford 1985). Exploiting the plane-polarized nature of synchrotron radiation, spectra can be collected at different angles between the substrate normal and the X-ray e-vector. The dichroism of the absorber–backscatterer pair present in the oriented samples is reflected in, and can be extracted from, the resulting X-ray absorption spectra (George et al. 1989; Mukerji et al. 1994; Dau et al. 1995; Dau et al. 2001; Cinco et al. 2004). The EXAFS of the oriented PSII samples exhibits distinct dichroism, from which we have deduced the relative orientations of several interatomic vector directions relative to the membrane normal and derived a topological representation of the metal sites in the OEC. However, because the samples are ordered in only one dimension, the dichroism information is available only in the form of an angle with respect to the membrane normal. For EXAFS measurements, this means that the absorber–backscatterer vectors can lie anywhere on a cone defined by the angle the vector forms with the membrane normal.

Further refinement can be performed if samples with three-dimensional order, i.e. single crystals, are examined instead of oriented membranes (Scott et al. 1982; Flank et al. 1986). This is possible because the EXAFS amplitude is proportional to approximately $\cos^2\theta$, where $\theta$ is the angle between the X-ray E vector and the absorber–backscatterer vector. These studies have been able to significantly expand the X-ray absorption spectroscopic information available for these systems over what is gleaned from studies of isotropic samples. We have developed the methodology for collecting single crystal X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) data from PSII. XAS spectra were measured at 10 K using a liquid He cryostat or cryostream, and an imaging plate detector placed behind the sample was used for *in situ* collection of diffraction data and determination of the crystal orientation.

We have reported the polarized EXAFS spectra of oriented PSII single crystals, which result in a set of four similar high-resolution structures for the Mn₄Ca cluster (figure 2a; Yano et al. 2006), which were derived from simulations of single crystal polarized spectra based on the experimentally observed dichroism. These structural models are dependent only on the spectroscopic data, and are independent of the electron density from XRD studies. The structure of the Mn₄Ca cluster from the polarized EXAFS study of PSII single crystals is unlike either the 3.0 (Loll et al. 2005) or 3.5 Å (Ferreira et al. 2004) resolution X-ray structures, and other previously proposed models. The structure of the Mn₄Ca cluster favoured in our study contains structural features that are unique and are likely to be important in facilitating water-oxidation chemistry.

In order to discriminate between symmetry-related structural models that are possible owing to the presence of a non-crystallographic C₂ axis, the cluster was placed within PSII taking into account the overall shape of the electron density of the metal site and the putative ligand information from X-ray crystallography, including infrared and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies. The centre of mass of the structural models was translated to the centre of electron density attributed to the Mn₄Ca cluster in the 3.0 Å XRD structure (Loll et al. 2005) and the models were not optimized with respect to the electron density, or rotated with respect to the crystal axes, as that would change the dichroic characteristics. Of the four options shown in figure 2a, it is possible to rule out Model I on the basis of oriented membrane EXAFS data (Cinco et al. 2004; Pushkar et al. 2007). Model II, IIa and III in the putative ligand environment are shown in figure 2b. However, we caution that the ligand positions are tentative because they are likely to be affected by radiation damage, as are the positions of the metals atoms from XRD (Yano et al. 2005a; Grabolle et al. 2006).

The polarized EXAFS study of PSII single crystals demonstrates that the combination of XRD and polarized EXAFS has several advantages for unravelling...
structures of X-ray damage-prone, redox-active metal sites in proteins. XRD structures at medium resolution are sufficient to determine the overall shape and placement of the metal site within the ligand sphere, and refinement using polarized EXAFS can provide accurate metal–metal/ligand vectors. In addition, we are extending the study to determine the structure of the Mn$_4$Ca cluster in the intermediate S-states of the OEC, which are difficult to study with XRD at high resolution.

(b) Range-extended X-ray absorption spectroscopy
EXAFS spectra of metalloprotein samples are normally collected in X-ray fluorescence yield by electronically windowing the K$_\alpha$ emission (2p to 1s) from the metal atom (Scott 1984; Cramer 1988; Yachandra 1995). The solid state detectors used over the past decade have a resolution of 150–200 eV, full width at half maximum (FWHM), making it impossible to fully discriminate the fluorescence of the absorbing atom (Mn in our case for PSII) from that of the following element (Fe in PSII) in the periodic table. The distances from Mn that can be resolved in a typical EXAFS experiment are given by $D_{R} = \pi/2k$, where $k$ is the energy of the Mn photoelectron. Unfortunately, owing to the presence of Fe in the PSII samples we have been limited to a $D_{k}$ of approximately 12 Å$^{-1}$, which places an inherent limit on the resolution of Mn distances to approximately 0.14 Å. We have overcome this limitation by using a high-resolution crystal monochromator (Bergmann & Cramer 1998), which has a resolution of 1 eV to collect EXAFS spectra well beyond the Fe K-edge to $k_{Z}$ 15 Å$^{-1}$, thus improving the distance resolution to 0.09 Å (figure 3a). We have recently shown the feasibility of the range-extended EXAFS method and collected data without interference from Fe in the sample (Yano et al. 2005b).

Figure 2. (a) The structural models determined from the polarized EXAFS spectra of oriented PSII single crystals from T. elongatus. The distance between Mn$_A$–Mn$_B$, Mn$_B$–Mn$_C$, Mn$_C$–Mn$_D$, and Mn$_B$–Mn$_D$ is approximately 3.2 Å. There are at least two Ca–Mn distances of approximately 3.4 Å (Yano et al. 2006). (b) The structural models II, IIa and III are placed in the ligand environment from the XRD data of Loll et al. at a resolution of 3.0 Å. The centre of mass was translated to the centre of electron density attributed to the Mn$_4$Ca cluster in the XRD structure without any rotation (Loll et al. 2005).
Figure 3. (a) A schematic of the detection scheme. Mn and Fe K\(\alpha_1\) and K\(\alpha_2\). The multi-crystal monochromator with approximately 1 eV resolution is tuned to the K\(\alpha_2\) peak (red). The fluorescence peaks broadened by the Ge-detector with 150–200 eV resolution are shown below (blue). Right: The PSII Mn K-edge EXAFS spectrum from the \(S_1\) state sample obtained with a traditional energy-discriminating Ge-detector (blue) compared with that collected using the high-resolution crystal monochromator (red). Fe present in PSII does not pose a problem with the high-resolution detector (the Fe edge is marked by a green line). (b) Fourier transform (FT) of Mn K-edge EXAFS spectra from isotropic solution and oriented PSII membrane samples in the \(S_1\), \(S_2\) and oriented \(S_1\) state obtained with a high-resolution spectrometer (range-extended EXAFS). Angles indicate orientation of the membrane normal with respect to the X-ray e-field vector. The \(k\) range was 3.5–15.2 Å\(^{-1}\). (c) Polar plot of the X-ray absorption linear dichroism of PSII samples in the \(S_1\) state. The \(N_{\text{app}}\) values (solid circles) for oriented membranes are plotted at their respective detection angles (\(\theta\)). The best fits of \(N_{\text{app}}\) versus \(\theta\) to the equation in the text are shown for the various Mn–Mn vectors as solid lines that take into account the experimentally determined mosaic spread of \(\Omega = 20^\circ\).
We can now resolve two short Mn-Mn distances in the S1 and S2 states, while earlier we could discern only one distance of approximately 2.7 Å. We have also collected range-extended polarized EXAFS data using oriented PSII membranes, and it is quite clear that the heterogeneity is more obvious; the Mn-Mn distance is approximately 2.7 or 2.8 Å depending on the angle the X-ray e-vector makes with the membrane normal. Interestingly, for the first time we were able to resolve the Fourier transform (FT) peak at approximately 3.3 Å into one Mn-Mn vector at 3.3 Å and two Mn-Ca vectors at 3.4 Å, which are aligned at different angles to the membrane normal (Pushkar et al. 2007).

In figure 3b FTs of the range-extended EXAFS for PSII in isotropic solution and in oriented membranes in S1 state are compared. Peaks are labelled I, II, III corresponding to the shells of backscatterers from the Mn absorber. Peak I contains Mn-O bridging and terminal interactions, and peak II corresponds to di-μ-oxo-bridged Mn-Mn moieties, peak III has information about mono-μ-oxo-bridged Mn-Mn and Mn-Ca interactions. Increased spectral resolution results in the detection of the orientation dependence of peaks II and III.

Figure 3c shows polar plots of the N_{app} plotted (solid circles) with respect to detection angle (θ). By fitting the angle dependence of the amplitude (N_{app}) to equation (2.1),

\[ N_{app}(θ) = N_{iso} + \frac{1}{2} N_{iso}(3 \cos^2 θ - 1)(3 \cos^2 φ - 1)_{ord}. \]

(2.1)

the approximate number of backscatterers (N_{iso}) and the average orientation (φ) for that shell of scatterers can be determined. Analysis of the orientation dependence of the approximately 2.7 Å Mn-Mn vector results in two Mn-Mn interactions at an average angle of (φ)=61 ± 5°, with respect to the membrane normal. The approximately 2.8 Å Mn-Mn vector has one Mn-Mn interaction at an angle of (φ)=64 ± 10° with respect to the membrane normal. In this way, we independently derived that the three Mn-Mn distances of approximately 2.7 Å and approximately 2.8 Å are present in a 2 : 1 ratio in PSII samples in the S1 state.

The range-extended EXAFS method allowed us to resolve the complex nature of the peak III containing at least two peaks, IIIA and IIIB, having different distances of 3.2 and 3.4 Å. Previous Ca EXAFS studies of native PSII (Cinco et al. 2002), Sr EXAFS of Sr-substituted PSII (Cinco et al. 1998), and Mn EXAFS (Latimer et al. 1995) of Ca-depleted PSII (Latimer et al. 1998) have shown the contribution of both Mn-Mn (approx. 3.2 Å) and Mn-Ca (approx. 3.4 Å) vectors to FT peak III. Peak IIIB can be assigned to the Mn-Ca vector and peak IIIA to the Mn-Mn vector, and moreover, the dichroic behaviour of peak IIIB is strikingly similar to that reported previously for the Mn-Sr vector (Cinco et al. 2004).

We have extended these studies to the S0 and S3 intermediate states of the enzymatic cycle, and the preliminary results show that there is a significant change in the structure of the Mn complex in the S3 state. This result has important implications for choosing between the many mechanisms that have been proposed for the water oxidation reaction. In conjunction with the data from single crystal XAS studies, these studies promise to reveal the changes that occur in the structure of Mn4Ca catalyst as it cycles through the S-states and the mechanism of water oxidation.

3. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE Mn4Ca CLUSTER

(a) X-ray resonant Raman or resonant inelastic X-ray scattering

A key question for the understanding of photosynthetic water oxidation is whether the four oxidizing equivalents generated by the reaction centre are accumulated on the four Mn ions of the OEC during S-state turnover, or whether a ligand-centred oxidation takes place, especially, before the formation and release of molecular oxygen during the S1 to (S2) to S0 transition (Yano & Yachandra 2007). It is crucial to solve this problem, because the Mn redox states form the basis for any mechanistic proposal. The description of the Mn4Ca cluster in the various S-states in terms of the formal oxidation states is very useful, and Mn K-edge XANES has been the conventional X-ray spectroscopic method for determining the oxidation states. However, it is also important to understand the electronic structure of the Mn cluster in more detail, and we are using the technique of X-ray resonant Raman or resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) that has potential for addressing this issue. The RIXS data are collected by scanning the incident energy (1s to 3d/4p absorption followed by 2p-1s emission) to yield two-dimensional plots that can be interpreted along the incident energy axis or the energy transfer axis, which is the difference between the incident and emission energies (figure 4a; Glatzel & Bergmann 2005). This method provides a description of the degree of covalency and d-orbital occupancy of the Mn complex, both parameters that are critical for understanding what makes this cluster function as it advances through the enzymatic cycle.

We have compared the spectral changes in the RIXS spectra between the Mn4Ca cluster in the S-states (Glatzel et al. 2004), Mn oxides (Glatzel et al. 2005) and Mn coordination complexes, and the results indicate clear differences in how the protein environment modulates the Mn atoms, leading to stronger covalency for the electronic configuration in the Mn4Ca cluster compared with that in the oxides or coordination complexes.

The RIXS two-dimensional data are best shown as contour plots (figure 4b). The comparison of Mn(II), Mn(III), Mn(IV) and PSII in the S1 and S2 states shows that both states contain a mixture of oxidation states Mn(III) and Mn(IV). The integrated cross sections along the Raman or energy transfer axis are the L_2-like edge (2p to 3d; figure 4c, (i)). The integrated cross sections along the incident energy are the K-edge (1s to 3d) transition (figure 4c, (ii)). It is clear from figure 4 that Mn in the S1 state is in oxidation states III and IV, thus providing confirmation for the (III₂ IV₂) assignment for the S1 state.

The first moment of the spectrum integrated along the incident energy axis (see figure 4b) was calculated for all the S-states and compared with the first moments obtained from Mn oxides and Mn.
coordination compounds in formal oxidation states of (II), (III) and (IV).

The changes per oxidation state in the first moment positions are more pronounced between the Mn oxides than between the Mn coordination complexes. This observation is consistent with a stronger covalency in the coordination complexes. We furthermore observe a Mn oxidation between the S1 and S2 states of PSII, even though the change in the Mn electronic structure is less pronounced than in the oxides. The spectral change per Mn ion between Mn\textsuperscript{III}(acac)\textsubscript{3} and Mn\textsuperscript{IV}(salicylate) (bipy) is by a factor of 2 more pronounced than between S1 and S2. In other words, the orbital population change $\Delta n_{3d}^{\text{eff}}$ per change in
oxidation state is largest between the Mn oxides and smallest between S1 and S2. The reason is an increased covalency or delocalization of the Mn valence orbitals in the Mn2Ca cluster in PSII. We thus find that the electron that is transferred from the OEC in PSII between S1 and S2 is strongly delocalized. Although there has been general agreement with respect to the increasing oxidation of Mn in the cluster during S0 to S1 and S1 to S2, there is a lack of consensus concerning Mn oxidation during S2 to S3. It is also not clear whether the S0 state contains any Mn(II). Recent preliminary results from the S0 and S3 states show that the orbital population change ΔnD per change in oxidation state between the S2 and S3 states is half as much as that between S0 and S1, or S1 and S2. These results indicate that the electron is removed from a more covalent form or a more delocalized orbital during the S2 to S3 transition compared with the S0 to S1 and S1 to S2 transitions.

These results are in agreement with the earlier qualitative conclusions derived from the shifts in the XANES inflection point energies and the Kβ emission peaks from the S-states and support considering a predominantly ligand-based oxidation during the S2 to S3 transition (Messinger et al. 2001; Yano & Yachandra 2007).
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Discussion

C. Dismukes (Princeton University, USA). Do your RIXS data provide more proof for the oxidation state assignments for the Mn ions in PSII versus the earlier XANES data that rely entirely on comparison with reference model compounds?

V. Yachandra. RIXS spectra provide a way for obtaining the effective number of electrons on Mn and also the degree of covalency. Therefore one can reliably determine the charge on the metal, which is Mn4(III2,IV2) in the S3 state, and the changes between the S-states can tell us about the difference in the charge and in the degree of covalency. We find that the electron that is extracted from the OEC between S1 and S2 is strongly delocalized, consistent with strong covalency for the electronic configuration in the OEC. The orbital population change per change in oxidation state between the S2 and S3 states is half as much as that between that between S0 and S1, or S1 and S2 transitions, indicating that the electron is removed from a more covalent form or even more delocalized orbital during this transition.

R. Pace (Australian National University, Canberra, Australia). Is the overall dichroism seen in the EXAFS pattern greater in the oriented PSII membranes than in the rotation patterns from single crystal?

V. Yachandra. The observed dichroism is different for the oriented PSII membranes and crystals, as expected. PSII membranes are oriented in the xy plane, and hence there is no discrimination between x and y, or +z and −z (top and bottom of the PSII membrane). On the other hand, PSII crystals are organized in three dimensions containing four molecules (PSII membranes)/unit cell, which contribute to the differences compared with oriented PSII membranes, and also generate the complicated dichroism pattern. The other parameter that influences the dichroism is the mosaic spread, which is very small (approx. 0.1 degrees) for crystals, but can be large (approx. 20 degrees) for oriented PSII membranes.

J. Barber (Imperial College London, UK). Although EXAFS can give high-resolution spatial information for the Mn cluster, is it correct to call your overall model of the OEC including Ca2+ and the amino acid residues ‘high resolution’? Surely the quality of model is dependent on the accuracy of the positioning of the Ca2+ and the amino acid side chains which at present are at intermediate resolution and perhaps modified by radiation damage.

V. Yachandra. The structure of the Mn cluster determined from single crystal EXAFS is at an accuracy of approximately 0.02 Å in distances and approximately 0.15 Å in resolution. Moreover, the structure of the Mn cluster is independent of the details of the PSII structure determined from X-ray diffraction, or the positioning of the amino acid side chains. Therefore, we think it is justified to refer to the EXAFS-derived Mn cluster as a high-resolution structure, as we are referring only to the Mn cluster, and it does not have anything to do with the overall PSII structure or the vicinity of the Mn cluster in the OEC.